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able long after the liquid petroleum is largely exhausted. Coal also yields
petroleum when heajed. The supplies available from this source are large,
but gasoline produced in this way costs about four times as much as when
distilled from petroleum. If we look far ahead, it is clear that future
generations will think us barbarians and fools unless we use our oil very
carefully and without waste.
How Petroleum Influences Human Activity
In its effect on man, the geographical distribution of petroleum is much
less important than the distribution of coal. If its value for fuel had been
known earlier it mightjiave caused manufacturing cities to grow up where
it occurs, but now this rarely happens. This is partly because petroleum
is so casilytransported, and partly because townsjn ofrproducmgnegions
.are generally disagreeable. Even the better residential portions usually
smell of oil, while the parts where most of the people must work are
very dirty and greasy. Slimy, oil-covered pools are scattered among
black, forbidding derricks. Another reason why manufacturing centers
do not grow up around oil weHs"ls thaFsuch places are rarely permanent.
Like "boom" mining towns, they usuajly""growTor a few decades and then
decay as the oil gives out. There are exceptions to all this, however. The
presence of oil has led to a rapid and apparently permanent growth of
manufacturing and population in Los Angeles. Nevertheless, the sub-
urban parts of that city are still among the most delightful of residential
regions.
The most important effect of petroleum upon man is the way in
which it has aided two great improvements in machinery: (1) It has
. made^all jourccs of power much more effective by cheap lubricants for
high"^e^machineryan3n5igh-pressure stearn engines. (2) It has led to
the^Invention of the light engines which are necessaiyfor the automobile
and ^specially the airplane. If there had becn""no"such thing as~cEeap,
" easily combustible fncLoils it is doubtfuT whether we should have had
these means of transportation. When the world's petroleum and natural
gas are practically exhausted and their places taken by alcohol and other
substances still to be invented, further generations will still remember
petroleum as a factor in one of the most important advances in trans-
portation.
The Political Effect of Petroleum. The high value and limited dis-
tribution of petroleum make all the great nations eager to secure new
supplies. This is especially true_of countries such asj£ngland and Ger-
many, which have^Jittlc or none within their own territories. Even if
countries have an abundance at home, however, their business men are
eager to find new supplies, for the development of new fields is

